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Samuel L. Jackson and Dominic Cooper to star in “Reasonable
Doubt”
Stockholm, 2012-10-05 00:35 CEST (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- The production of
“Reasonable Doubt”, formerly “The Good Samaritan”, is scheduled to start in Canada on
November 19. Samuel L. Jackson and Dominic Cooper (“The Devil’s Double”, “My Week
with Marilyn”) have been signed for the lead roles. Casting continues for other roles, through
Candice Elzinga Casting.
“Reasonable Doubt” is written by Peter Dowling (“Flightplan”) and will be directed by Peter
Howitt (“Sliding Doors”). Voltage Pictures handles international sales.
The film is a co-production between Paradox Entertainment, South Creek Pictures, and
Bavariapool. Producers are Fredrik Malmberg and Daniel Wagner of Paradox Entertainment,
Dave Valleau of South Creek Pictures, and Silvio Muraglia and Frank Buchs of Bavariapool.
John Ptak is executive producer.
After a fatal hit and run, up-and-coming assistant District Attorney Mitch Brody must
prosecute a man for the crime he committed. Mitch does his best to throw the case, and is
successful when some inconclusive evidence arises. Following the trial, Mitch quickly
realizes that he may not have been responsible for the accident and finds himself struggling
to hunt the man he got acquitted.
About Paradox Entertainment Inc.
Paradox Entertainment manages and develops global entertainment franchises by
generating licensing revenue in all forms of media including motion picture, television,
gaming, publishing and toy industries. The Company also acts as licensing agent for
property owners like Starz and BBC. The shares of parent company Paradox Entertainment
AB (PDXE, SE0000598054) are quoted on NASDAQ OMX, in the First North Premier
segment. Erik Penser Bankaktiebolag acts as Certified Adviser. Read more about Paradox
Entertainment on http://www.paradoxent.com.
About South Creek Pictures
Internationally established producer Dave Valleau (PUSH, THE IMAGINARIUM OF DR.
PARNASSUS) founded South Creek Pictures in April of 2011 with a primary focus to
develop and produce high quality feature film and television production for the
global marketplace. South Creek Pictures is a vertically integrated company able to develop,
finance, produce and deliver feature film and television productions to compete at an
international level.  
About Bavariapool International GmbH
Bavariapool is a co-production specialist founded by Bavaria Studios and Telepool. Founded
in 1919, Bavaria Studios has steadily grown to become one of the leading media locations in
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the German-speaking part of the world. Today Bavaria Studios is a worldwide operating
production and service group, encompassing all sectors of the audio-visual industry.
Telepool GmbH is one of the leading European distribution companies in the fields of cinema
and television. Years of experience, complementary business divisions, and an innovative
approach to international customer relations have been the building blocks of their success.
Telepool GmbH has over 40 years of experience distributing film and television.
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